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Introduction {#sec006}
============

Intermittent exotropia is the most common type of strabismus in East Asia (i.e., Korea, Japan and China) \[[@pone.0200592.ref001]--[@pone.0200592.ref004]\]. Burian et al., having classified exotropia based on differences of distance and near deviation, recommended different surgical methods for each of the following four types: (1) the basic type, defined as exodeviation that varies only within physiologic limits in distance and near fixation; (2) the true divergence excess type, defined as exodeviation at distance 10 prism diopters (PD) larger than at near fixation, with no post-occlusion change in the deviation at near; (3) the pseudo-divergence excess type, defined as exodeviation at distance 10 PD larger than at near fixation, but with increased near deviation within 10 PD when monocular occlusion is applied; (4) the convergence insufficiency type, defined as greater, 10 PD or more exodeviation at near than at distance \[[@pone.0200592.ref005]--[@pone.0200592.ref007]\]. They classified exodeviations by near measurement according to both short-duration monocular occlusion and the addition of +3.00 diopter (D) spheres over each eye. Occluding one eye serves to exclude fusional stimuli, and adding +3.00 D spheres removes the effect of accommodative convergence \[[@pone.0200592.ref005]--[@pone.0200592.ref007]\]. Kushner and Richard have suggested that this can be attributed to a strong fusional mechanism defined as "tenacious proximal fusion" \[[@pone.0200592.ref008]\]. Several previous studies have found that 1-hour occlusion was sufficient for clinical application \[[@pone.0200592.ref007], [@pone.0200592.ref009], [@pone.0200592.ref010]\]. Burian and Franceschetti found the basic type to be the most common exotropia (49%) and the true divergence excess type the least common (6%) \[[@pone.0200592.ref006]\].

Most clinicians, in choosing their surgical methods, have considered Burian's classifications based on the preoperative 1-hour monocular occlusion test. Burian et al. classically suggested bilateral lateral rectus recessions for the divergence excess type and a recess-resect for the basic type and pseudo-divergence excess type, according to the unproven hypothesis that bilateral lateral rectus recessions would affect the distance deviation more than the near deviation and that a recess-resect would affect the distance and near angles equally \[[@pone.0200592.ref005]--[@pone.0200592.ref007], [@pone.0200592.ref010]\]. Successful motor outcome after the surgery has been attributed to the decrease of distance and near angles resulting in the collapse of distance-near discrepancy. So many studies have reported surgical results for intermittent exotropia with postoperative deviation angles at both near and distance fixation \[[@pone.0200592.ref008], [@pone.0200592.ref010]--[@pone.0200592.ref013]\]. However, the true divergence excess type was not differentiated from the pseudo-divergence excess type postoperatively, because the occlusion test was not performed for recurrent exotropia patients \[[@pone.0200592.ref012]\].

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no study on the use of the 1-hour diagnostic monocular occlusion test for postoperative intermittent exotropia classification. Therefore, we undertook the present study in order to classify exotropia into 4 types postoperatively as well as preoperatively based on the 1-hour monocular occlusion test and to evaluate the postoperative changes of exotropia types. Consequently, we tried to investigate the possible mechanism of recurrent or residual exodeviation postoperatively.

Materials and methods {#sec007}
=====================

A retrospective medical records review was conducted for 179 consecutive patients who had undergone surgery for intermittent exotropia and for whom pre- and post-1-hour-occlusion deviation-angle measurement data were available. The minimum required postoperative follow-up period was 6 months. Patients having a history of previous strabismus surgery or infantile exotropia, sensory exotropia, paralytic exotropia, restrictive exotropia, or neurologic disorder such as Down syndrome or cerebral palsy had been excluded, as had those who had undergone oblique or vertical rectus muscle surgery combined with exotropia surgery. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Hallym University Medical Center (IRB No. 2015-03-33).

Preoperative examinations {#sec008}
-------------------------

We reviewed the patients' preoperative characteristics including age at surgery, sex, preoperative deviation at distance and near, best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), refractive error, presence of lateral gaze incomitance, amblyopia, dissociated vertical deviation (DVD), and vertical deviation. Lateral gaze incomitance was defined as 20% or more change of angle deviation relative to the primary position. Amblyopia was defined as a visual-acuity difference of 2 or more lines. Vertical deviation was defined as hypertropia/hypotropia of 5 PD or more in the primary position.

All of the patients underwent a complete ophthalmic examination preoperatively. Preoperative deviation was determined by alternate prism cover test at distance (6m) and near (0.33m). Additional distance and near measurements were obtained after 1-hour monocular occlusion of either eye. If, after 1-hour occlusion, exodeviation remained 10 PD larger at distance than at near fixation, one final post-occlusion measurement at near was obtained with a +3.00 D sphere over each eye before allowing the patient to regain binocular fusion. Refractive error was measured by streak retinoscopy after cycloplegia using 1% cyclopentolate hydrochloride and 1% tropicamide. Patients with amblyopia underwent part-time occlusion along with best-corrected spectacles wearing before the operation. No patient had taken overminus lens therapy.

Surgery {#sec009}
-------

All of the patients underwent, under general anesthesia, exotropia surgery by 6 surgeons at 6 institutions. Bilateral lateral rectus (BLR) recession, unilateral recess-resect (R&R), or unilateral lateral rectus (ULR) recession was performed. The selection between BLR recession and R&R was made by the operating surgeon according to his/her preference. ULR recession could be performed for cases of exotropia less than 25 PD. Some patients simultaneously underwent supra-/infra-transposition of the horizontal muscle to correct small vertical deviation or A-V pattern. Surgical dosages were based on the largest deviation for distance as measured after 1-hour monocular occlusion, as indicated in [Table 1](#pone.0200592.t001){ref-type="table"}.

10.1371/journal.pone.0200592.t001

###### Surgical dosages for intermittent exotropia patients.
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  PD       BLR (mm)   R&R (mm)   ULR (mm)
  -------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  **15**   4.0        4.0/3.0    8.0
  **20**   5.0        5.0/4.0    9.0
  **25**   6.0        6.0/5.0    10.0
  **30**   7.0        7.0/5.5    
  **35**   7.5        7.5/6.0    
  **40**   8.0        8.0/6.5    
  **50**   9.0        9.0/7.0    

PD, prism diopters; BLR, bilateral lateral muscle recession; R&R, unilateral lateral rectus recess-medical rectus resect; ULR, unilateral lateral rectus recession.

Postoperative examination and management {#sec010}
----------------------------------------

The alignment at distance and near was measured by alternate prism cover test at postoperative 1, 3 and 6 months. In every case, the measurements were made before and after 1-hour occlusion of one eye. As in the preoperative examination, when the exodeviation of 10 PD or more remained after 1-hour occlusion, near deviation was obtained with a +3.00 D sphere over each eye before allowing the patient to regain binocular fusion.

Alternate full-time patching was prescribed and continued until disappearance of the postoperative diplopia or esodeviation. In cases of reoperation due to recurrence of exotropia or consecutive esotropia, the data prior to second operation were included in the analysis.

Main and secondary outcome measures {#sec011}
-----------------------------------

The main outcome measure was the exotropia-type distributions obtained before and after 1-hour monocular occlusion in the pre- and postoperative periods. We also analyzed the postoperative changes of the exotropia types by preoperative type and surgical procedure.

The definitions of the types of exotropia pre- and postoperatively are as follows: (1) basic type: exodeviation within 10 PD difference between at distance and near; (2) true divergence excess type: exodeviation at distance ≥ 10 PD larger than at near, even after monocular occlusion; (3) pseudo-divergence excess type: exodeviation at distance ≥ 10 PD larger than at near, but with increased near deviation within 10 PD after monocular occlusion; (4) convergence insufficiency type: near deviation ≥ 10 PD greater than distance deviation.

The secondary outcome measure was the surgical success rates and postoperative changes of the distribution of the exotropia type in patients with overcorrection or undercorrection. Surgical success was defined as an alignment between exodeviation of 10 PD and esodeviation of 5 PD at distance and near at postoperative 6 months. Overcorrection was defined as esodeviation of 5 PD or more, and undercorrection as exodeviation of 10 PD or more.

Statistical analysis {#sec012}
--------------------

The statistical analysis was performed with SPSS software for Windows (version 23.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). The Pearson chi-square test was used for the comparison of the type of intermittent exotropia between the preoperative and postoperative periods. A probability value less than .05 was considered statistically significant. In the patients who had achieved orthotropia at distance and near postoperatively, the basic type was considered in the analysis.

Results {#sec013}
=======

Preoperative demographic data {#sec014}
-----------------------------

A total of 179 patients (94 males, 85 females) were enrolled. Their demographic data are shown in [Table 2](#pone.0200592.t002){ref-type="table"}. The mean age at surgery was 9.2 ± 6.6 years (range 3--58 years). The mean pre-occlusion exodeviations were 26.9 ± 8.0 PD at distance and 26.8 ± 10.8 PD at near. After 1-hour monocular occlusion, the mean exodeviations were 27.6 ± 7.8 PD and 30.4 ± 9.0 PD at distance and at near, respectively; thus, the exodeviations had increased 0.61 ± 2.53 PD at distance and 3.72 ± 6.34 PD at near.

10.1371/journal.pone.0200592.t002

###### Preoperative demographic data.
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  Variables                                     Total (n = 179)
  --------------------------------------------- -----------------
  **Age at surgery (years)**                    9.2 ± 6.6
  **Sex (Male/Female)**                         94/85
  **Preoperative angle of exodeviation (PD)**   
   at distance (pre-occlusion)                  26.9 ± 8.0
   at near (pre-occlusion)                      26.8 ± 10.8
   at distance (post-occlusion)                 27.6 ± 7.8
   at near (post-occlusion)                     30.4 ± 9.0
  **BCVA (logMAR)**                             
   Dominant eye                                 0.03 ± 0.10
   Non-dominant eye                             0.06 ± 0.15
  **Refractive error (D)**                      
   Dominant eye                                 -0.53 ± 1.90
   Non-dominant eye                             -0.65 ± 2.24
  **Lateral incomitance (n, %)**                18 (10.1%)
  **Amblyopia (n, %)**                          10 (5.6%)
  **Associated strabismus**                     
   Dissociated vertical deviation (n, %)        8 (4.5%)
   Vertical deviation (n, %)                    34 (19.0%)
   Oblique muscle dysfunction (n, %)            28 (15.6%)

PD, prism diopters; BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; D, diopters.

Lateral incomitance: change of 20% or more in lateral gaze from primary position.

Vertical deviation: 5 PD or more hypertropia/hypotropia at primary position.

For the basic type, BLR recession was performed in 67.1% of cases, R&R in 18.4%, and ULR recession in 14.5%. For the pseudo-divergence excess type, the corresponding figures were 71.4, 21.4, and 7.1%, and for the convergence insufficiency type, 30.8, 53.8, and 15.4%, respectively ([Table 3](#pone.0200592.t003){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0200592.t003

###### Surgical procedures by type of exotropia.
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                                  BLR (n = 116)   R&R (n = 38)   ULR (n = 25)
  ------------------------------- --------------- -------------- --------------
  **Basic type (n = 152)**        102 (67.1%)     28 (18.4%)     22 (14.5%)
  **Pseudo-D.E. type (n = 14)**   10 (71.4%)      3 (21.4%)      1 (7.1%)
  **C.I. type (n = 13)**          4 (30.8%)       7 (53.8%)      2 (15.4%)

BLR, bilateral lateral muscle recession; R&R, unilateral lateral rectus recess-medical rectus resect; ULR, unilateral lateral rectus recession; Pseudo-D.E., pseudo-divergence excess; C.I., convergence insufficiency.

Distribution of exotropia type in the pre- and postoperative periods {#sec015}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

[Table 4](#pone.0200592.t004){ref-type="table"} provides the exotropia-type distributions in the pre- and postoperative periods. Preoperatively, of the 179 patients, 152 (84.9%) showed the basic type, 14 (7.8%) the pseudo-divergence excess type, and 13 (7.8%) the convergence insufficiency type and no true divergence excess type. At postoperative 1 month, 97.2% was in the basic type, 1.7% the pseudo-divergence excess type, and 1.1% the convergence insufficiency type, which were significant changes (p\<0.001, Pearson chi-square test). At postoperative 3 and 6 months, the distributions were 95.5, 1.3 and 3.2% (p = 0.004) and 94.9, 2.6, and 2.6%, respectively (p = 0.029).

10.1371/journal.pone.0200592.t004

###### Changes of distributions of types of exotropia pre- to postoperatively (n = 179).
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                      Basic   Pseudo-D.E.   True-D.E.   C.I.   P-value[\*](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------- ------- ------------- ----------- ------ ----------------------------------------------
  **Preoperative**    84.9%   7.8%          0%          7.8%   
  **Postoperative**                                            
   **1 month**        97.2%   1.7%          0%          1.1%   \<0.001
   **3 months**       95.5%   1.3%          0%          3.2%   0.004
   **6 months**       94.9%   2.6%          0%          2.6%   0.029

Pseudo-D.E., pseudo-divergence excess; True-D.E., true divergence excess; C.I., convergence insufficiency.

\*Chi-square test: comparison of type of exotropia between preoperative and postoperative periods.

Postoperative changes in type of intermittent exotropia by preoperative type {#sec016}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the basic type patients, 96.9% maintained that type, while 1% changed to the pseudo-divergence excess type and 2.1% to the convergence insufficiency type. By contrast, most of the pseudo-divergence excess and convergence insufficiency types converted to the basic type; respectively, only 18.2 and 11.1% maintained the same type ([Fig 1](#pone.0200592.g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Postoperative distribution of intermittent exotropia types by preoperative type.\
Pseudo-D.E., pseudo-divergence excess; C.I., convergence insufficiency.](pone.0200592.g001){#pone.0200592.g001}

Postoperative changes in the distribution of exotropia type in patients with overcorrection or undercorrection {#sec017}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Surgical success was achieved in 123 of 179 patients (68.7%) at postoperative 6 months. Overcorrection occurred in 10 patients (5.6%) and undercorrection in 46 (25.7%). [Table 5](#pone.0200592.t005){ref-type="table"} provides the distributions of exotropia types at pre- and postoperative 6 months in patients with overcorrection or undercorrection. Among patients with overcorrection, 80.0% were in the basic type, 10.0% the pseudo-divergence excess type, and 10.0% the convergence insufficiency type preoperatively. At postoperative 6 months, 80.0% were in the basic type, 20.0% the pseudo-divergence excess type, and no convergence insufficiency type. Among the patients with undercorrection, the distributions changed from 82.6, 4.4 and 13.0% preoperatively to 91.3, 2.2 and 6.5% at postoperative 6 months, respectively, in which the proportion of the basic type increased postoperatively in patients with undercorrection. However, statistical analysis was not performed because of a too-small number of patients in each group.

10.1371/journal.pone.0200592.t005

###### Postoperative changes in the distribution of exotropia type in patients with overcorrection (n = 10) or undercorrection (n = 46).
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                                  Basic       Pseudo-D.E.   True-D.E.   C.I.
  ------------------------------- ----------- ------------- ----------- ----------
  **Overcorrection (n = 10)**                                           
   **Preop. (n, %)**              8(80.0%)    1(10.0%)      0%          1(10.0%)
   **Postop. 6 months (n, %)**    8(80.0%)    2(20.0%)      0%          0%
   **Undercorrection (n = 46)**                                         
   **Preop. (n, %)**              38(82.6%)   2(4.4%)       0%          6(13.0%)
   **Postop. 6 months (n, %)**    42(91.3%)   1(2.2%)       0%          3(6.5%)

Overcorrection = esotropia ≥ 5 prism diopters (PD) at postoperative 6 months

Undercorrection = exotropia ≥ 10 PD

Pseudo-D.E., pseudo-divergence excess; True-D.E., true divergence excess; C.I., convergence insufficiency.

Changes of exotropia type according to surgical procedure {#sec018}
---------------------------------------------------------

By postoperative 6 months follow-up, the proportion of the basic type postoperatively had increased compared to that preoperatively: from 87.8% to 95.8% in BLR recession, from 73.7 to 92.4 in R&R, and from 88.0 to 95.0 in ULR recession. Meanwhile, the proportion of the pseudo-divergence excess type had decreased from 8.7% to 2.9%, from 7.9 to 3.8, and from 8.0 to 5.0, respectively, and that of the convergence insufficiency type, from 3.5 to 1.4, from 18.4 to 3.8, and from 8.0 to 5.0, respectively ([Fig 2](#pone.0200592.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Exotropia distributions by surgical procedure preoperatively and at postoperative 6 months.\
Pseudo-D.E., pseudo-divergence excess; C.I., convergence insufficiency; LR, lateral rectus; MR, medial rectus.](pone.0200592.g002){#pone.0200592.g002}

Discussion {#sec019}
==========

Exodeviation classifications were established by Duane, Burian and Kushner to enable physicians to apply the most appropriate surgical method for each type \[[@pone.0200592.ref005], [@pone.0200592.ref010], [@pone.0200592.ref014]\]. Deviation measurement after patching of one eye has been performed to determine maximal preoperative exodeviation. Burian recommended short-duration monocular occlusion for differentiating between the true divergence excess and pseudo-divergence excess types \[[@pone.0200592.ref006]\]. In fact, the one-hour occlusion test has been known to be effective for elimination of fusional impulses \[[@pone.0200592.ref007], [@pone.0200592.ref009], [@pone.0200592.ref015]\].

Cho et al. compared exotropia-type distributions between primary and recurrent exotropia according to the distance-near difference after BLR recession. However, they had not performed 1-hour monocular occlusion to differentiate, postoperatively, the pseudo-divergence excess type from the true divergence excess type \[[@pone.0200592.ref012]\]. As far as we know, our study is the first to have attempted to classify postoperative exotropia types by 1-hour monocular occlusion. In our results, the most frequent preoperative exotropia type was the basic (84.9%), followed by pseudo-divergence excess (7.8%) and convergence insufficiency (7.8%), which data are similar to the findings of previous studies \[[@pone.0200592.ref004], [@pone.0200592.ref006], [@pone.0200592.ref014]\]. The basic type maintained itself postoperatively in most cases, and most of the pseudo-divergence excess- and convergence insufficiency-type cases changed to the basic type even after eliminating fusional impulses by 1-hour monocular occlusion test.

We cannot explain the precise underlying mechanism for this result, in which the type of intermittent exotropia changed mostly to the basic type postoperatively. However, Kushner suggested that if distance-near differences in patients with intermittent exotropia were primarily a function of the tenacious proximal fusion mechanism, the relative effect of surgery on the distance and near deviation, respectively, was self-adjusting in patients with basic exotropia, and that the amount of correction obtained at each distance was a function of how much deviation was present \[[@pone.0200592.ref010]\]. As Kushner supposed, the self-adjusting mechanism in patients who had distance-near differences might be one of the possible explanations for our results. However, proof of this hypothesis requires additional, prospective comparative analysis.

Before this study, we were concerned about the possibility of the secondary convergence insufficiency type after BLR or ULR recession. It might be attributable to an unproven hypothesis that lateral rectus recessions would be more effective at distance than at near fixation, whereas the R&R procedure is equally effective at distance and at near \[[@pone.0200592.ref005], [@pone.0200592.ref007], [@pone.0200592.ref008], [@pone.0200592.ref011]\]. In fact, Cho et al. reported that the exotropia types in cases of recurrent exotropia after BLR recession showed increasing proportions of the convergence insufficiency type \[[@pone.0200592.ref012]\]. In the present study, however, the finding in which the type of intermittent exotropia changed mostly to the basic type postoperatively was consistent regardless of the surgical methods (BLR, ULR recession and R&R), and among patients with the basic type preoperatively, the type was changed to convergence insufficiency in only one patient after ULR recession and in just one patient after BLR recession. In the article by Cho et al., the reference for near distance disparity was considered to be 10 PD or more for the patients with distance deviations more than 30PD. However, in the patients with a distance deviation less than 30 PD, the reference value was one-third the distance deviating angle, which might account for the larger number of patients who were classified as convergence insufficiency in the postoperative examinations in their study, since postoperative deviations are generally small. Wang et al. reported that all unilateral medial rectus, bilateral medial rectus recession and improved R&R procedures could reduce near-distance differences in patients with the convergence insufficiency type \[[@pone.0200592.ref013]\], which results are similar to those of the present study. Moreover, Kushner found in his study that R&R and symmetric BLR recession affected distance-near differences equally in patients with basic exotropia \[[@pone.0200592.ref010]\]. From this result, he concluded that the hypothesis that lateral rectus recessions selectively affect the distance deviation more than the near deviation, and that the R&R affects both deviations equally, was untrue \[[@pone.0200592.ref010]\].

There are some limitations to our study. First, the data having been collected at 6 institutions, the surgical procedures differed according to the surgeon's preference; thus, selection bias could have occurred. Second, no patient with the true divergence excess type or a high AC/A ratio participated in our study, even though those types had not been arbitrarily excluded. Therefore, a larger and randomized prospective study that includes the true divergence excess type should be conducted over a longer period.

In conclusion, the key finding of this study was that most cases of intermittent exotropia changed to the basic type pre-to-postoperatively, even when classifying after 1-hour monocular occlusion. Fortunately, the secondary convergence insufficiency type was only rarely seen after either BLR or ULR recession. When planning the surgery for exotropia in the future, the trend of postoperative changes will be predictable, and this might help reduce the recurrence rate after the surgery.
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